Abstract: Medium access control (MAC) protocol is one of the key components for providing quality of service (QoS) in wireless ATM (W-ATM) networks. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical scheduling scheme coupled with fair queueing algorithms with adaptive weights. This scheme is intended to be applicable to a TDMA/TDD based MAC protocol. Specifically, the performance of the fair-queueing algorithm using fixed weights and adaptive weights are investigated. Simulation results show that the proposed hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling with adaptive weights (HAW) can yield a lower cell transfer delay and higher channel utilization while maintaining fairness among multiple users.
I. Introduction
Wireless ATM (W-ATM) has been proposed as a potential solution for supporting future wireless multimedia communications [ 11. One of the most challenging and important issues in W-ATM is the medium access control (MAC) protocol, which has a significant impact on the performance of W-ATM networks [2, 31. The W-ATM MAC protocol needs to support different ATM services (e.g., CBR, VBR, ABR, and UBR) with differentiated QoS (quality of service) requirements, such as cell loss ratio, maximum cell transfer delay, and cell delay variation, etc., over wireless channels while achieving a high channel utilization. To realize this goal, the MAC protocol must support the isolation of different traffic flows such that multiple users will appreciate fairness in sharing the available resources of W-ATM networks [4] .
In this paper, we consider a centralized W-ATM architecture where the base-station (BS) acts as a central controller which is responsible for the traffic management of the remote mobile terminals (MTs). Moreover, a TDMA/TDD (Time Division Multiple Access/Time Division Duplex) access scheme is employed in order to achieve a higher multiplexing gain, especially under asymmetric traffic conditions, i.e. different uplink and downlink bandwidth [5, 61. Due to the requirement of an accurate control of the remote mobile terminals, the base-station and the mobile terminals must exchange connection status information. As these updates consume valuable bandwidth, i.e. overhead, which could otherwise be used for data transmission, their frequency should be kept as small as possible.
In order to minimize the overhead, Sigle et a1 proposed a hierarchical scheduling scheme coupled with fair-queueing algorithms [4] . In this paper we further extend the algorithm by the use of adaptive weights. Numerical results indicate that the hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling with adaptive weights can yield a lower cell transfer delay and a higher channel utilization while maintaining fairness among multiple users.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a general framework of the MAC protocol in W-ATM networks. In particular, the detail of the TDMA/TDD frame structure is described. Section 3 presents the proposed hierarchical fair-queueing algorithm. Simulation results and performance comparison are given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Medium Access Control in Wireless ATM
The main task of an advanced MAC protocol is to control the allocation of radio resources in a fair and efficient manner. To achieve this goal, a centralized access architecture is employed, for which the most important techniques being considered are TDMA schemes with dynamic slot assignment. This mechanism allows a flexible accommodation of bandwidth by allocating more or less time slots depending on current traffic conditions. TDMA can operate in either TDD or FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) mode. Since TDD does not need separate uplink and downlink bands but operates with a single carrier, a higher multiplexing gain can be achieved which leads to a high channel utilization especially in the case of asymmetric traffic from uplink and downlink. In other words, the TDMARDD MAC protocol is able to efficiently and dynamically allocate the available bandwidth to connections based on their current need and traffic load through reservation and/or allocation cycles An example of a TDMARDD frame structure is shown in Fig. 1 . It is noted that, in the TDMARDD transmission mode, time frames may be of variable or fixed length. A frame is initiated by the BS by sending a frame header packet, which includes information about the allocation of the time slots of this frame. The allocation of dataslots is then undertaken by the BS based on the used scheduling algorithm. The frame header is followed by a downlink (from the BS to the MTs) traffic period (dataslots'), an uplink traffic period (from the MTs to the BS), and a request period (minislots). Status information from the MTs can either be piggybacked on the dataslots or sent in one of the minislots. The access to these slots may either be based on random access and/or polling.
Depending on the scheduling algorithm adopted, the BS and the MTs exchange various amount of control information. If all connections are served on a per connection basis by the base station scheduler, the MTs must send an update packet every time when the status of a single connection changes. In order to reduce the MAC overhead, the base station may handle all connections of one MT as one flow, which is called hierarchical scheduling [4] . In this case, an additional scheduler inside the MT is necessary. A detailed description of this mechanism will be given in the next section. Another important aspect of the MAC protocol is the fairness guarantee which can be achieved by the use of fair-queueing scheduling. Note that fair-queueing is an important mean to provide QoS guarantees. As a consequence, hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling, if properly designed, should have a combined nature of reducing the MAC overhead as well as maintaining fairness. In [4], hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling is implemented in order to reduce the bandwidth consumed for information exchanging between the basestation and the mobiles. However, since fixed weights equal to the sum of all the weights of sessions in the MT are assigned to a MT, the improvement in the channel throughput is often sacrificed for fairness. Therefore, we propose a hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling scheme which employs adaptive weights. In this scheme, an efficient statistical multiplexing at the wireless access part can be achieved whilst fairness can be maintained among multiple users.
Proposed Hierarchical Fair-Queueing Scheme

A. Fair-Queueing Scheduling Algorithm
As discussed above the scheduling algorithm is one of the most important mechanisms in a wireless MAC protocol. In order to provide guaranteed end-to-end delay and fairness among multiple users with different traffic flows, fairqueueing scheduling is suggested for packet switched networks [7, 81. Fair-queueing scheduling is based on the fluid flow model of the generalized processor sharing (GPS) mechanism. In GPS a weight (bk is assigned to each session k and the available resources are shared among all backlogged sessions according to these weights. It is noted that various fair-queueing strategies, although they were originally developed for fixed packet switched networks, also play an important role in wireless networks [4, 9] to ensure an efficient and fair sharing of the limited resources.
For GPS, fairness is defined as follows. For any arbitrary time interval [tl, t2] with session i and session j being backlogged continuously, where Wi(tl,r,) is the amount of session i traffic served in the interval [tl, tz] . In other words, the server serves all backlogged sessions simultaneously, in proportion to their service weights. The weights are assigned during connection setup depending on the source parameters of the connections and their QoS requirements.
As the fluid flow model of GPS can not directly be applied to packet switched networks, packet-by-packet GPS (PGPS, also called weighted fair queueing) is proposed in [lo] . In PGPS, the notion of virtual time is introduced for scheduling purposes. The virtual time is used to emulate the GPS model within the packet environment. Packets are served in increasing order of their service tags which are assigned to each packet upon its arrival at the queue. Specifically, the service tags can be calculated by the following equation: (2) is defined as the service tag of the packet in service at time t. Throughout, SCFQ will be chosen as the basis for the development of our proposed effective hierarchical fair-queuing scheme.
B. Hierarchical Fair-Queueing Scheduling with Adaptive Weights
overhead and guarantee reasonable fairness. A model of hierarchical scheduling is depicted in Fig. 2 In [4] , the weights $i are assigned once during connection setup (we refer to this mechanism as hierarchical scheduling with fixed weights, HFW). If not all sessions of one MT are backlogged, these sessions receive more service compared to the case when all connections are served individually. This may lead to a discrimination of other sessions.
Therefore, we propose to adapt the weight $i of a MT depending on the set of backlogged sessions. That is,
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In order to realize this scheme, the MT announces $i together with the aggregated queue length in its data and request slots. It is worth noting that hierarchical fair-queueing operates in a frame-based manner. In practical cases such as with the TDMAiTDD access scheme, scheduling method may have an impact on fairness guarantee. Recall that the queue state and the current weight of the MTs can only be updated by the scheduler in the BS at the beginning of next frame. On the other hand, in the MTs, the scheduler works based on the instantaneous queue information. As a result, when some queues in MTs change their state from empty to non-empty or vice versa, the real schedule weight of a MT could be smaller or larger than the weight assigned to the MT by the base station at the beginning of the frame. In order to minimize the impact of this effect, the weight of each MT should be updated quickly. Therefore, the frame length must be bounded. As a consequence, the sessions in MTs will be served in terms of their service weights adaptively while maintaining reasonable fairness. In the following section, simulation results are presented which will demonstrate that hierarchical scheduling with adaptive weights has a better property of fairness than that with fixed weights. Fig. 3 shows the complementary delay distribution function of the uplink and downlink. It is observed that the HAW scheduling outperforms the NH for both uplink and downlink traffic. Although the HFW performs best for the uplink traffic, it has a very poor performance which is even worse than that of NH for downlink traffic. This is because in HFW the weight of each mobile is equal to the sum of weights of all connections in the mobile, regardless of whether the queues for the connections are empty or not. Hence, the uplink traffic can get more resources than-the downlink traffic when some queues of the MT are not backlogged. This unfair bandwidth allocation could lead to an even worse delay performance of downlink traffic when the traffic load of downlink traffic is much higher than the load of uplink traffic as in most client-server applications. The delay performance for Poisson sources is shown in Fig. 4 . It is noted that the HFW, although it has better delay performance for uplink traffic compared to HAW, suffers from a significantly increased delay for downlink traffic. In contrast, our proposed HAW can always balance well the delay performance between uplink and downlink. Wi(tl, r2) and W j ( t , r2) are the amount of traffic served for the backlogged sessions i, j . For different At (At = r2 -tl) which is the time period that sessions i and j are continuously backlogged, AW is measured and plotted in Fig. 5 .
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Clearly, for any value of At, HAW keeps the maximum value of 1 --I;. TI quite small. But, with HFW, the fairness becomes increasingly worse as At gets larger. Hence, we conclude by noting that the fairness can be better sustained by the use of the proposed HAW scheduling algorithm. 
IV. Conclusions
This paper proposes a W-ATM MAC protocol which is based on a hierarchical fair-queueing scheduling. The application of our weight adaptation mechanism in a centralized TDMA/TDD access architecture is demonstrated and its performance is evaluated. Simulation and numerical results indicate that the proposed protocol can yield lower cell delay and higher channel utilization while maintaining fairness compared to the protocol using fixed weights.
In further study, channel errors will be considered in the protocol by reserving bandwidth for retransmission purposes.
